
MEASURE YOUR FINGER
Remember that your finger size can vary throughout the day. 
For best results:

• Measure at the end of the day when hands are warm 
 (fingers are colder and often smaller in the morning) 

• Measure 3−4 times to confirm correct measurement

REQUEST A FREE RING SIZER
Triton is dedicated to ensuring the proper fit. Your band 
should be comfortable to wear—loose enough to go over 
the knuckle, yet snug to stay in place. Request your free 
Ring Sizer at www.tritonjewelry.com/products/free-ring-sizer.

FIND YOUR FIT
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RING DIAMETER SIZE CHART

*This guide is provided as a reference tool. For the most accurate measurement, request our Free Ring Sizer at www.tritonjewelry.com/products/free-ring-sizer.

The bar below must be exactly 30mm long.
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Edge to edge inside circle is 
the inside diameter of the ring.

When printing, set the scale to 
100% in your print settings.*

Triton is the authority in contemporary metal jewelry. Strong enough to withstand the trials 
of everyday life, our rings are built to last. 

Finding your ideal ring size helps ensure your band’s lifelong durability and optimal comfort. 
We recommend the following methods to determine your ring size:

MEASURE YOUR CURRENT RING
Already have a ring that perfectly fits your finger? Use it to help 
find your size by:

• Using the Ring Diameter Size Chart (below), lay your ring over 
 the circle(s) closest in size 

• Align the inside edge of the ring with the edge of the circle.   
 NOTE: There should be a thin line of white showing between   
 your ring and the edge of the grey circle.  

• Compare the size of the ring to the circle(s) and identify the   
 closest match


